2020 USOMO Winners

Ankit Bisain (Canyon Crest Academy, CA)
Brandon Chen (Bellevue High School, WA)
Quanlin Chen (Princeton International School of Mathematics and Science, NJ)
Kevin Cong (Phillips Exeter Academy, NJ)
Eric Gan (A&M Consolidated High School, TX)
Gopal Goel (Krishna Homeschool, OR)
Thomas Guo (Phillips Exeter Academy, NH)
Daniel Hong (Skyline High School, WA)
Tianze Jiang (Princeton International School of Mathematics and Science, NJ)
Benjamin Kang (Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, VA)
Maxim Li (Okemos High School, MI)
Brian Liu (High Technology High School, NJ)
Luke Robitaille (Robitaille Homeschool, TX)
Noah Walsh (Homeschooled, Walsh Academy, OR)
Edward Wan (Saint John's School, FL)
Brandon Wang (Saratoga High School, CA)